
Recording milk churn stands and their history
If you know of any milk churn stands still existing in your area, please let us know about them by

filling out this short survey. You are providing the information under CC0 licence (“no rights

reserved”)1. If you do not agree, do not fill out the form.

Location of milk churn stand

(describe location as regards to townland, road no., etc):

Location drawing:

(If you can, please draw a sketch of the location with a farm driveway, walls, trees or other

landmarks to help us locate it.)

1 CC0 enables scientists, educators, artists and other creators and owners of copyright- or database-protected content to waive those
interests in their works and thereby place them as completely as possible in the public domain, so that others may freely build upon,
enhance and reuse the works for any purposes without restriction under copyright or database law.



Location GPS. Please do not use GoogleMaps, go to www.openstreetmap.org, zoom in on your

location, right-click with your mouse, choose “Show address” and copy the GPS coordinates you

see in the search bar. You don’t need to use the previous two, if you provide GPS.

__________________________________________________________________

Tell us about the milk churn stand!

How overgrown is it? What is it made of? Are there milk churns standing on top? Are the milk

churns numbered or painted? How many steps are there? Does it have a shelf? Which creamery did

it serve? Are there any local stories involving the milk churn stand? What was the name of the

person who delivered the churns to the creamery? Were there other stands nearby?

If you can, please photograph the milk churn stand and upload them on

commons.wikimedia.org with the category “Milk churn stands in County

Kilkenny” (or whatever county you found it in)!

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Milk_churn_stands_in_County_Kilkenny

Thank you so much!

Please email your completed survey to info@kilkennylibrary.ie

or return it to any Kilkenny library, marked for attention of Library Headquarters.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Milk_churn_stands_in_County_Kilkenny

